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Abstract. We prove a filtered version of the Homotopy Transfer Theorem
which gives an A-infinity algebra structure on any page of the spectral sequence

associated to a filtered dg-algebra. We then develop various applications to

the study of the geometry and topology of complex manifolds, using the Hodge
filtration, as well as to complex algebraic varieties, using mixed Hodge theory.

1. Introduction

On a complex manifold, the Hodge filtration gives a spectral sequence connect-
ing Dolbeault cohomology (a geometric invariant) with de Rham cohomology (a
topological invariant). In particular, this spectral sequence carries both geomet-
ric and topological information. The algebra structure on the de Rham complex
induces naturally an algebra structure on any page of the associated spectral se-
quence. However, this structure is not topological, not even at the E∞-page. The
main motivation of the present work is to understand how the topological algebraic
structure may be recovered at any page of the associated spectral sequence.

Given a cochain complex defined over a field, there is always a homotopy trans-
fer diagram connecting it with its cohomology. By Kadeishvili’s theory [12], when
the complex is a dg-algebra, this diagram induces a natural A∞-structure on its
cohomology with trivial differential, which is unique up to isomorphism. This A∞-
structure is strongly related to Massey products and serves as a powerful homotopi-
cal invariant of the original dg-algebra. A first main result of this paper is Theorem
2.7, which gives a homotopy transfer diagram connecting a filtered cochain com-
plex with the first stage of its associated spectral sequence. This induces naturally
on E1 an A∞-structure unique up to isomorphism. Although the differential of
this A∞-structure is not trivial, it satisfies a certain minimality condition in the
filtered setting and in Theorem 3.12 we show that every filtered dg-algebra has
a filtered minimal A∞-model. The existence and uniqueness of filtered minimal
models is brought to any page of the associated spectral sequence in Theorem 3.16.
All results are also true in the commutative and Lie settings, giving C∞ and L∞
structures on spectral sequences when the initial filtered complex has a compatible
structure of a commutative or a Lie dg-algebra.

The interaction between spectral sequences and A∞-structures was previously
studied by Lapin (see [14] and related works) and Herscovich [11] via formal de-
formation theory. Here we propose a different strategy, mimicking the approach
of Markl [17]. This allows us to control the behavior of higher operations with re-
spect to filtrations as well as to inductively compute filtered A∞-models on various
examples of geometric origin.
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We apply the above filtered homotopy theory to the Hodge filtration on the
complex de Rham algebra of a complex manifold. We compute new geometric-
topological invariants for complex manifolds and study multiplicative structures on
the Frölicher spectral sequence. We introduce and compare Dolbeault A∞-structures
and Hodge-de Rham A∞-structures on various examples. As is well-known, on
compact Kähler manifolds the Frölicher spectral sequence degenerates always at
the first stage and the higher multiplicative structures on cohomology are trivial
as a consequence of the Formality Theorem of [7]. In a broader study of this
phenomenon, we consider multiplicative structures on mixed Hodge complexes,
functorially defined for any complex algebraic variety. We prove strictness of higher
operations with respect to both the Hodge and weight filtrations, as well as a “purity
implies formality” statement in the A∞-context, which applies to complex algebraic
varieties whose weight filtration is pure.

Acknowledgments. We would like to thank Nero Budur for encouraging us to
develop Section 5 and Daniele Angella, Geoffroy Horel, Muriel Livernet and Scott
Wilson for useful discussions. Thanks also to the referee for the comments.

2. Filtered homotopy transfer diagrams

We will consider filtered complexes (A, d, F ) defined over a field k, with bounded
below and exhaustive decreasing filtrations:

0 ⊂ · · · ⊆ F p+1A ⊆ F pA ⊆ · · · ⊆ A with d(F pAn) ⊆ F pAn+1.

Recall that the differential d of A is said to be strictly compatible with filtrations if

d(F pA) = F pA ∩ dA.
This happens if and only if its associated spectral sequence degenerates at E1.

Definition 2.1. A morphism of filtered complexes f : A→ B is said to be a filtered
quasi-isomorphism if the restriction F pf : F pA→ F pB is a quasi-isomorphism for
all p, so that H∗(F pf) is an isomorphism.

Remark 2.2. The condition that H∗(F pf) is an isomorphism for all p is equivalent
to asking that the filtered mapping cone (F pC(f), D) of f , given by

F pCn(f) = F pAn+1 ⊕ F pBn with D(a, b) = (−da,−fa+ db)

is acyclic: Hn(F pC(f)) = 0 for all p and n. For complexes with bounded below fil-
trations, this is equivalent to asking that Ep,q1 (f) ∼= Hp+q(GrpF f) is an isomorphism
for all p, q or, equivalently, that GrpFC(f) is acyclic for all p.

Definition 2.3. Let f, g : (A, d, F ) → (B, d, F ) be two morphisms of filtered
complexes. A filtered homotopy from f to g is a map h : A→ B[−1] such that

h(F pAn) ⊆ F pBn−1 for all p and all n, and hd+ dh = f − g.

Filtered homotopies behave as expected with respect to spectral sequences:

Lemma 2.4. Let h be a filtered homotopy between two maps of filtered complexes
f, g : (A, d, F )→ (B, d, F ). The induced maps fr, gr : Er(A)→ Er(B) satisfy

fr = gr for r > 0 and f∗ = g∗ : H∗(A)→ H∗(B).

In particular, every filtered homotopy equivalence is a filtered quasi-isomorphism.
We now have all the ingredients for a homotopy transfer in the filtered context:

Definition 2.5. A filtered homotopy transfer diagram is given by the data

(A, d, F ) (B, d, F )
f

g
h where:
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(1) (A, d, F ) and (B, d, F ) are filtered complexes,
(2) f and g are morphisms of filtered complexes, and
(3) h is a filtered homotopy from the identity to gf .

We next recall the classical result on the existence of homotopy transfer diagrams
for complexes of vector spaces (see for instance Lemma 9.4.7 in [16]). We include
the proof for completeness and as a comparison with the filtered version.

Theorem 2.6. Let (A, d) be a complex of vector spaces. There is a homotopy
transfer diagram

(A, d) (H∗(A), 0) with ρι = Id.
ρ

ι
k

Proof. Consider the short exact sequences

0→ Bn(A)→ Zn(A)→ Hn(A)→ 0 and 0→ Zn(A)→ An → Bn+1(A)→ 0

Choosing splittings of both sequences we obtain a decomposition

An = Bn(A)⊕Hn(A)⊕Bn+1(A).

We let ι(a) := (0, a, 0), ρ(b, a, b′) = a and k(b, a, b′) = (0, 0, b). �

For the filtered version, we will replace the cohomology of a complex by the
first page of the associated spectral sequence, together with a possibly non-trivial
differential that will be defined inductively over decreasing weights.

Theorem 2.7. Let (A, d, F ) be a filtered complex. There is a filtered homotopy
transfer diagram

(A, d, F ) (M,d, F )
f

g
h

where (M,d, F ) is a filtered complex such that

F pMn ∼=
⊕
q≥p

Eq,n−q1 (A) and d(F pM) ⊆ F p+1M.

Furthermore, the maps f and g are filtered quasi-isomorphisms.

Proof. Assume that for all q > p we have defined a complex (Mq, d) fitting into a
homotopy transfer diagram of the form

(F qA, d) (Mq, d)
fq

gq
hq

where gq is a quasi-isomorphism and d(Mq) ⊆ Mq+1 ⊆ Mq. Consider the complex

(Qp, D) given by Qnp := Mn+1
p+1 ⊕ F pAn with D(m, a) := (−dm,−gp+1(m) + da).

Apply Theorem 2.6 to this complex to get a homotopy transfer diagram

(Qp, D) (H∗(Qp), 0)
ρ

ι
k with ρι = Id.

Let Mp := Mp+1 ⊕ V ∗p where V np := Hn(Qp). Define d : V np → Mn+1
p+1 by d := π1ι

and gp : V np → F pAn by gp := π2ι, where π1 : Qp → Mn+1
p+1 and π2 : Qp → F pAn

denote the projections to the first and second components respectively. Note that
π1D + dπ1 = 0 and dπ2 − π2D = gp+1π1. These maps extend the differential on
Mp+1 and the map gp+1 respectively. Indeed, on elements of V ∗p we have

dd = dπ1ι = −π1Dι = 0 and dgp = dπ2ι = gp+1π1ι+π2Dι = gp+1π1ι = gp+1d,

where we used the fact that Dι = 0. To define fp and hp we split the sequence

0→ F p+1An → F pAn → GrpFA
n → 0.
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The differential of F pAn ∼= F p+1An ⊕GrpFAn may then be written as

d(a′, a) = (da′ + τa, da), where τ : GrpFA
n → F p+1An+1 satisfies dτ + τd = 0.

Moreover, the chosen section s : GrpFA → F pA satisfies ds = τ + sd. Consider the
map r : GrpFA −→ Qp given by r(a) := (fp+1τa, sa− hp+1τa). Then Dr = rd and

so r is a morphism of complexes. We define f̃ := (ρ− π1k)r : GrpFA→Mp and let

h̃ := π2kr : GrpFA→ GrpFA[−1]. These maps satisfy the relations

df̃ − f̃d = fp+1τ and dh̃+ h̃d = −gpf̃ + s− hp+1τ.

Now, for (a′, a) ∈ F p+1A⊕GrpFA ∼= F pA we define

fp(a
′, a) := fp+1(a′) + f̃(a) and hp(a, a

′) := hp+1(a′) + h̃(a).

The above relations ensure that fp is a morphism of complexes and that hp is a
homotopy from the identity to gpfp. We next show that gp is a quasi-isomorphism.
Consider the inclusion map j : Mp+1 →Mp and the corresponding mapping cone

Cn(j) := Mn+1
p+1 ⊕Mn

p ; D(a, b) = (−da,−a+ db).

Elements in ZnC(j) may be written as (a, b + v) where a, b ∈ Mp+1 and v ∈ Vp
satisfy a = d(b + v). One then gets (a, b + v) + D(b, 0) = (a − db, v) = (a′, v)
and so every element in Hn(C(j)) has a representative of the form (a′, v), with
a′ ∈ Mp+1 and v ∈ Vp. The map (Id × gp)

∗ : H∗(C(j)) −→ H∗(Qp) given by
[(a′, v)] 7→ [(a′, gp(v))] is an isomorphism of graded vector spaces. Indeed, given
[(m, a)] ∈ H∗(Qp), there is by definition an element v ∈ Vp such that dv = m and
gp(v) = a. Then [(m, a)] 7→ [(dv, v)] defines an inverse map. The maps

· · · Hn(Mp+1) Hn(Mp) Hn+1(C(j)) · · ·

· · · Hn(Mp+1) Hn(F pA) Hn+1(Qp) · · ·

Id∗ g∗p (Id×gp)∗

together with the five lemma make g∗p into an isomorphism.
Lastly, let F pM :=

⊕
q≥pMq. The maps fp, gp and hp give filtered maps f, g

and h satisfying the required properties. Since d(F pM) ⊆ F p+1M , we have

F pMn =
⊕
q≥p

GrpFM
n =

⊕
q≥p

Ep,n−p1 (M) ∼=
⊕
q≥p

Ep,n−p1 (A). �

Remark 2.8. The differential d of the model M obtained above may be understood
as a perturbation of the differential d1 of E1 which takes into account higher weights:
if the spectral sequence degenerates at Er, with r ≥ 2, we may write

d = d1 + τ2 + · · ·+ τr−1 where τi : Mn
p →Mn+1

p+i .

If the spectral sequence degenerates at E1 we have d = 0, and if it degenerates at E2

we have d = d1. Likewise, the triple (f, g, h) may be understood as a perturbation

of a triple (f̃ , g̃, h̃) obtained after applying a bigraded version of Kadeishvili’s theory
to the complex (E∗,∗0 (A), d0). These perturbations may be non-trivial even when
degeneration occurs at the first page.

Example 2.9. When F is the trivial filtration 0 = F 1A ⊂ F 0A = A, we have
E0,n

1 = Hn(A) and Ep,n−p1 = 0 for all p 6= 0 and M inherits the trivial filtration. In
this case, the proof of Theorem 2.7 reduces verbatim to the proof of Theorem 2.6.
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3. Filtered minimal A∞-models

In this section we endow any stage of the spectral sequence associated to a
filtered dg-algebra with a compatible A∞-algebra structure. All results in this
section are also true if we consider commutative or Lie dg-algebras instead, giving
C∞- and L∞-structures respectively. Indeed, the explicit formulae for producing an
A∞-structure out of a homotopy transfer diagram coincide with the formulae in the
C∞-case (see Theorem 12 in [3]). In the L∞-case they are completely analogous (see
for instance Theorem 10.3.9 in [16]). Assume given a homotopy transfer diagram

(A, d) (B, d)
f

g
h

where (A, d) is endowed with a product µ : A ⊗ A → A making (A, d, µ) into a
dg-algebra. Following Theorem 5 of [17], define the associated p-kernels to be the
degree (n− 2) linear maps pn : A⊗n → A , for all n ≥ 1, given by

pn :=
∑
k+`=n
k,`≥1

(−1)k(`+1)µ((h ◦ pk)⊗ (h ◦ pl))

with the convention that h ◦ p1 = Id. Similarly, the associated q-kernels are the
degree (1− n) linear maps qn : A⊗n → A, for n ≥ 1, defined as

qn := −µ((h ◦ qn−1)⊗ Id) +

n−1∑
j=1

(−1)jn+n−j2µ(gfj ⊗ (h ◦ qn−j)).

with the convention that q1 = Id, where

(gf)m := gf ◦ qm +
∑
B(m)

(−1)u(r1,··· ,rk)(h ◦ qk)((gf ◦ qr1)⊗ · · · ⊗ (gf ◦ qrk)),

B(n) := {(k, r1, · · · , rk)|2 ≤ k ≤ n, r1, · · · , rk ≥ 1, r1 + · · ·+ rk = n},
and

u(r1, · · · , rk) :=
∑

1≤i<j≤n

ri(rj + 1).

Remark 3.1. The p-kernels and q-kernels are also defined when A has the structure
of an A∞-algebra (see Theorem 5 of [17], see also Section 3 in [13] for more details).
For simplicity, we have chosen to restrict to the dg-algebra case.

Assume now we have a filtered homotopy transfer diagram as in Definition 2.5
where A is endowed with a multiplicative structure µ : A⊗A→ A compatible with
filtrations: µ(F pA⊗ F qA) ⊆ F p+qA. The following is straightforward:

Lemma 3.2. The p-kernels and q-kernels are compatible with filtrations:

pn(F p1A⊗ · · · ⊗F pnA) ⊆ F p1+···+pnA and qn(F p1A⊗ · · · ⊗F pnA) ⊆ F p1+···+pnA.

Definition 3.3. A filtered A∞-algebra is an A∞-algebra (A, d, νs) endowed with a
filtration {F pAn} such that d(F pAn) ⊆ F pAn+1 and

νs(F
p1An1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ F psAns) ⊆ F p1+···+psAn1+···+n2−s+2.

Definition 3.4. A filtered A∞-morphism f : A→ B is a morphism of A∞-algebras
compatible with filtrations: for all s ≥ 1, the maps fs : A⊗s → B satisfy

fs(F
p1An1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ F psAns) ⊆ F p1+···+psBn1+···+ns−s+1.

It is said to be a filtered quasi-isomorphism if f1 is a filtered quasi-isomorphism.
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Definition 3.5. Let f, g : A → B be filtered A∞-morphisms. A filtered A∞-
homotopy from f to g is an A∞-homotopy h compatible with filtrations:

hs(F
p1An1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ F psAns) ⊆ F p1+···+psBn1+···+ns−s for all s ≥ 1.

Proposition 3.6. Consider a filtered homotopy transfer diagram

(A, d, F ) (B, d, F )
f

g
h

where (A, d, F ) is a filtered dg-algebra. For s ≥ 2, let

νs := f ◦ ps ◦ g⊗s , Fs := f ◦ qs , Gs := h ◦ ps ◦ g⊗s and Hs := h ◦ qs.
Where ps and qs are the associated p-kernels and q-kernels. Then:

(1) (B, d, νs, F ) is a filtered A∞-algebra,
(2) F = (f,Fs) : A→ B and G = (g,Gs) : B → A are filtered A∞-morphisms,
(3) H = (h,Hs) is a filtered A∞-homotopy from the identity to GF .

Proof. By Lemma 3.2, p-kernels and q-kernels are compatible with filtrations, as are
f , g, and h by assumption. It therefore suffices to apply the classical non-filtered
proof (see Theorem 5 in [17], see also Section 3 of [13]). �

Example 3.7. Consider the free filtered dg-algebra A = Λ(a, b, c, e) generated by
a, b, c ∈ F 0A1 and e ∈ F 1A1, with da = (b− e)c, db = de = dc = 0. For simplicity,
we will only analyze degrees ≤ 2. We have H1 ∼= 〈[b], [c], [e]〉 and

H2(A) ∼= 〈x := [ac], y := [bc] = [ec], z := [a(b− e)], w := [be]〉,
with ring structure [b] · [c] = [e] · [c] = y and [b] · [e] = w. The first page is

E0,1
1 (A,F ) ∼= 〈[b], [c]〉, E1,0

1 (A,F ) ∼= 〈[e]〉

E0,2
1 (A,F ) ∼= 〈x′ := [ac], z′ := [ab]〉 and E1,1

1 (A,F ) ∼= 〈y′ := [ec], w′ := [be]〉.
The multiplicative structure induced naturally on E1 gives:

[b] · [c] = 0, [e] · [c] = y′ and [b] · [e] = w′.

This spectral sequence degenerates at E1. Still, products in E1 differ from those of
H∗(A), where [b] · [c] 6= 0.

To compute the filtered A∞-model consider the map f : A → E1(A) given by
b 7→ [b], c 7→ [c], e 7→ [e] and a 7→ 0. The condition f(da) = df(a) = 0 implies
f(bc) := y′. This leads to a well-defined filtered homotopy transfer diagram. We
obtain ν2([b], [c]) := f(b · c) = y′ so we recover the “missing” product.

Remark 3.8. The above example shows that even when the spectral sequence
degenerates at E1, for which the differential of the model is trivial, bidegrees are
not necessarily preserved in the multiplicative structure. In general, we have:

νs(E
p1,q1
1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Eps,qs1 ) −→

⊕
k≥0

Ep1+···+ps+k,q1+···+qs+2−s−k
1 for all s ≥ 2.

We will see in Section 5 how, in the setting of mixed Hodge theory, multiplicative
structures always preserve bidegrees.

Kadeishvili’s theory can be summarized by saying that every dg-algebra (A, d)
has a minimal A∞-model : there is an A∞-algebra structure on H∗(A), with triv-
ial differential, together with an A∞-morphism H∗(A) → A which is a quasi-
isomorphism. Moreover, such minimal A∞-model is unique up to A∞-isomorphism.
We next state a filtered version of these results.

Definition 3.9. We say that a filtered A∞-algebra (M,d, νi, F ) is filtered minimal
if M has a bigrading with F pMn =

⊕
q≥pM

q,n−q and d(F pMn) ⊆ F p+1Mn+1.
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Proposition 3.10. Every filtered quasi-isomorphism between filtered minimal A∞-
algebras is an isomorphism.

Proof. Let f : A → B be a filtered quasi-isomorphism between filtered minimal
A∞-algebras. Since A is filtered minimal we have Ap,q = E0(A)p,q = Ep,q1 (A) and
d0 = 0, and similarly for B. Moreover, f induces isomorphisms E1(A) ∼= E1(B).
This gives Ap,q = Ep,q1 (A) ∼= Ep,q1 (B) = Bp,q. �

Definition 3.11. A filtered minimal A∞-model of a filtered dg-algebra (A, d, F ) is
a filtered minimal A∞-algebra M together with a filtered A∞-morphism M → A
which is a filtered quasi-isomorphism.

The existence of filtered minimal A∞-models for filtered dg-algebras is now a
consequence of Theorem 2.7 together with Proposition 3.6.

Theorem 3.12. Every filtered dg-algebra has a filtered minimal A∞-model.

Remark 3.13. There is also a filtered version of minimal models in the rational
homotopy context, due to Halperin and Tanré [10]. They show that, given a filtered
commutative dg-algebra (A, d, F ), one may take a Sullivan minimal bigraded model
ρ : (M,d) → (E0(A), d0) and find perturbations τ and ρ′ of the differential on M
and of ρ such that ρ + ρ′ : (M,d + τ) −→ (A, d) is a Sullivan minimal model
compatible with filtrations and inducing an isomorphism at E1. The filtration on
M is given by the column filtration.

To obtain filtered minimal A∞-models on any stage of the associated spectral
sequence we will relax the compatibility conditions of the filtrations with respect
to higher operations as follows.

Definition 3.14. Let r ≥ 0. An Er-minimal A∞-model of a filtered dg-algebra
(A, d, F ) is an A∞-algebra (M,d, νi) with a bigrading M =

⊕
Mp,q such that

d(Mp,q) ⊆
⊕
k≥0

Mp+r+k+1,q−r−k and for all s ≥ 2,

νs(M
p1,q1 ⊗ · · · ⊗Mps,qs) ⊆

⊕
k≥0

Mp1+···+ps+(2−s)r+k,q1+···+qs+(2−s)(1−r)−k,

together with a morphism f : M → A of A∞-algebras satisfying

fs(M
p1,q1 ⊗ · · · ⊗Mps,qs) ⊆ F p1+···+ps+(1−s)rAp1+···+ps+q1+···+qs−s+1

and such Er(f1) : Er(M)→ Er(A) is a quasi-isomorphism of complexes.

Remark 3.15. The case r = 0 corresponds with the notion of filtered minimal
A∞-model. A proof analogous to that of Proposition 3.10 shows that any two
Er-minimal models of a filtered dg-algebra are isomorphic.

Theorem 3.16. Let r ≥ 0. Every filtered dg-algebra has an Er-minimal A∞-model.

Proof. The case r = 0 is Theorem 3.12. Assume it is proven for all s < r. Consider
the décalage filtration DecF pAn := {x ∈ F p+nAn; dx ∈ F p+n+1} = Zp+n,−p1 . Then
the triple (A, d,DecF ) is a filtered dg-algebra and by Proposition I.3.4 of [6] we

have isomorphisms Ep,n−ps (A,DecF ) ∼= Ep+n,−ps+1 (A,F ) for every s > 0. By induc-
tion hypothesis we may take an Er−1-minimal A∞-model of (A, d,DecF ), so there

is an A∞-morphism ψ : (M,d, νi) −→ (A, d, µ) with a bigrading M =
⊕
M̃p,q

satisfying the conditions of Definition 3.14 for (r − 1) and the filtration DecF of

A. Consider the shifted bigrading Mp,n−p := M̃p−n,2n−p. There are isomorphisms

Ep+n,−ps+1 (M) ∼= Ep,n−ps (M̃). One verifies that this new bigrading satisfies the con-
ditions of Definition 3.14 for r and the filtration F of A. �
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Remark 3.17. Assume that the spectral sequence of a filtered dg-algebra (A, d, F )
degenerates at Er+1, for some r ≥ 0. Then the Er-minimal A∞-model has d = 0
and since Er+1(A) ∼= H∗(A), this gives an A∞-structure on cohomology satisfying

νs(E
p1,∗
r+1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ E

ps,∗
r+1 ) ⊆

⊕
k≥0

E
p1+···+ps+(2−s)r+k,∗
r+1 for all s ≥ 2.

4. Complex manifolds

The complex de Rham algebra of every complex manifold X admits a bigrading

Ak := AkdR(X)⊗R C =
⊕
p+q=k

Ap,q

by forms of type (p, q) and the exterior differential decomposes as d = ∂̄ + ∂ where
∂̄ has bidegree (0, 1) and ∂ is its complex conjugate, of bidegree (1, 0). The Hodge
filtration is the decreasing filtration of A∗ defined by the first degree:

F pAk :=
⊕
q≥p

Aq,k−q.

The Frölicher spectral sequence is the spectral sequence associated to the Hodge
filtration. Its E0-page is the Dolbeault algebra (E∗,∗0 , d0) = (A∗,∗, ∂) and its E1-
page is isomorphic to Dolbeault cohomology

Ep,q1 (X) ∼= Hp,q

∂
(X) :=

Ker(∂̄)

Im(∂̄)
|(p,q).

This spectral sequence converges to complex de Rham cohomology H∗dR(X)⊗R C.
Note that H∗,∗

∂̄
(X) naturally inherits a ring structure and, in fact, via a bigraded

homotopy transfer diagram

(A∗,∗, ∂̄) (H∗,∗
∂̄

(X), 0)
f

g
h .

it has an A∞-structure which we call the Dolbeault A∞-structure. This structure
is purely geometric and its associated operations satisfy

νDol
s : Hp1,q1

∂̄
(X)⊗ · · · ⊗Hps,qs

∂̄
(X) −→ Hp1+···+ps,q1+···+qs+2−s

∂̄
(X).

On the other hand, Theorem 3.12 gives a filteredA∞-structure on the same bigraded
vector space H∗,∗

∂̄
(X), which is faithful to the topological information and satisfies

νHdR
s : Hp1,q1

∂̄
(X)⊗ · · · ⊗Hps,qs

∂̄
(X) −→

⊕
k≥0

Hp1+···+ps+k,q1+···+qs+2−s−k
∂̄

(X).

We call this the Hodge-de Rham A∞-structure. These two structures may differ
substantially, as we exhibit in the following examples.

Example 4.1. Associated to any compact self-dual 4-manifold M there is a com-
pact complex three-dimensional manifold Tw(M), known as its twistor space (see
for instance [1]). The twistor space Z = Tw(T4) of the 4-torus T4 is homeomorphic
to T4×S2 and inherits a complex non-Kähler structure with no holomorphic forms,
so H1,0

∂̄
(Z) = 0. On the other hand, there are four classes in H0,1

∂̄
(Z) (correspond-

ing with the four generators of T4) which, by bidegree reasons, multiply to 0 (see
[8], which includes a detailed description of the Frölicher spectral sequence of Z).
As a consequence, the Dolbeault multiplicative structure is extremely poor in com-
parison with the (topological) Hodge-de Rham structure, for which the product of

four classes in H0,1

∂̄
(Z) recovers the top class of T4. Note that this space is formal,

and so the higher multiplicative structures νi with i ≥ 3 are trivial.
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Example 4.2. For a Stein manifold X, the Dolbeault algebra (A∗,∗, ∂̄) is quasi-

isomorphic (as a commutative dg-algebra) to (H∗,0
∂̄

(X), 0). In particular, the Dol-

beault A∞-structure on H∗,0
∂̄

(X) has no higher operations (see Section 4 of [20]).
Note, however, that Stein manifolds need not be formal and so, in general, higher
operations of the Hodge-de Rham A∞-structure on H∗,∗

∂̄
(X) will be non-trivial.

Let us now see a particular example of the Dolbeault and Hodge-de Rham A∞-
structures on a well-known complex non-formal manifold.

Example 4.3. The Kodaira-Thurston manifold is a 4-dimensional nilmanifold
given by KT := HZ×Z\H×R, where H is the 3-dimensional Heisenberg Real Lie
group and HZ is the integral subgroup. The Lie algebra g of H × R is spanned by
X,Y, Z,W with bracket [X,Y ] = −Z. The Chevalley-Eilenberg algebra associated
to g is a de Rham model of KT (see for instance Theorem 3.18 of [9]). This is given
by the free commutative dg-algebra Λ(x, y, z, y) whose generators x, y, z, w form a
dual basis of X,Y, Z,W , with differential dz = xy. Moreover, the endomorphism
of g given by J(X) = Y and J(Z) = −W descends to a complex structure on KT .
Consider the basis A = X − iJX and B = Z − iJZ. In the dual basis, we have

A := Λ(a, a, b, b) with db = ∂̄b = iaa and db = ∂b = −iaa.

Here a, b ∈ A1,0 = F 1A1 and a, b ∈ A0,1 ⊆ F 0A1. On products of 1-forms we have

d(bb) = iaa(b+ b) and so ∂̄(bb) = iaab and ∂(bb) = iaab.

There is an inclusion of A into the complex de Rham algebra of KT which preserves
the bidegrees and induces an isomorphism in Dolbeault cohomology. We obtain:

E∗,∗1 (KT ) ∼=
[ab] [bab] [abab]

[a], [b] [ab], [ba] [aba], [abb]

1 [a] [ab]

This spectral sequence degenerates at the first stage. The DolbeaultA∞-structure
is easily computed. Define a bigraded homotopy transfer diagram

(A∗,∗, ∂̄) (H∂̄(KT ), 0)
f

g
h

by letting f(aa) := 0, f(aab) := 0, f(γ) := [γ] for all γ 6= aa, aab with ∂̄γ = 0
and f(γ) = 0 otherwise, where γ denotes a generator of A∗,∗ as a complex. Let
g([γ]) := γ for all [γ] ∈ E∗,∗1 . Define h by

h(aa) = −ib and h(aab) = −ibb,

with h(γ) = 0 for the remaining generators. With these definitions, the triple
(f, g, h) gives a homotopy transfer diagram for the Dolbeault algebra.

There is also a Hodge-de Rham multiplicative structure obtained via a filtered
homotopy transfer diagram

(A, d, F ) (H∗,∗
∂̄

(A), 0, F )
f

g
h

defined as follows: let g[b] := b + b and g[γ] := γ for all γ 6= b, so that dg = 0.
Also, let f(aa) := 0 and f(aab) := [aba]. Let f(γ) = [γ] for all γ 6= aa, aab, and
f(γ) = 0 otherwise. We have fd = 0 and dg = 0. Define h by letting h(aa) = −ib,
h(aab) = −ibb and zero otherwise.
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We obtain the following table for ordinary products (we only show non-trivial
products of degree ≤ 3) that exhibit a non-trivial perturbation in the Hodge-de
Rham case:

ν2(−,−) Dolbeault Hodge-de Rham

[a], [b] [ab] [ab] + [ab]

[a], [b] [ab] [ab]− [ba]

[a], [ab] 0 [aba]

[a], [ab] 0 −[aba]

[b], [ab] 0 [bab]

[b], [ab] 0 −[abb]

There are many non-trivial higher operations. In the lowest degree we have

ν3([a], [a], [a]) = i[ab] and ν3([a], [a], [a]) = −i[ba]

and these are the same for the Dolbeault and Hodge-de Rham structures.

The above example shows that even in the case when E1 = E∞, Hodge-de
Rham products may not preserve bidegrees. There are particular situations for
which products behave particularly well, such as in the compact Kähler case, for
which all higher operations vanish by [7] and products preserve bidegrees. In the
following example, the Dolbeault and Hodge-de Rham A∞-structures agree and so
products preserve bidegrees, while there are non-trivial higher operations.

Example 4.4. The Iwasawa manifold I3 is the compact complex nilmanifold of
complex dimension 3 defined by the quotient of the complex 3-dimensional Heisen-
berg group HC modulo the subgroup of matrices with entries in Z[i]. As in Example
4.3, one may compute the Frölicher spectral sequence using the Chevalley-Eilenberg
algebra associated to the Lie algebra of HC. This is given by

A := Λ(a, b, c, a, b, c) with dc = ∂c = −ab and dc = ∂̄c = −ab.
Its associated spectral sequence degenerates at E2 and we have

E∗,∗1 (I3) ∼=

[abc] [aabc], [babc], [cabc] [ababc], [acabc], [bcabc] [abcabc]

[ac]

[bc]

[aac], [abc], [bac]

[bbc], [cac], [cbc]

[abac], [abbc], [acac]

[acbc], [bcbc], [bcac]

[abcbc]

[abcac]

[a]

[b]

[aa], [ab], [ba]

[bb], [ca], [cb]

[aba], [abb], [aca]

[acb], [bca], [bcb]

[abca]

[abcb]

1 [a], [b], [c] [ab], [ac], [bc] [abc]

where the gray classes are the ones dying at E2. A Dolbeault homotopy transfer
diagram is given by the maps (f, g, h) defined as follows: define f and g by taking
the classes (resp. representatives) shown in the table above. We then let

h(ab) = −c and h(xab) = (−1)|x|+1xc, where x = a, b, c, ab, ac, bc, abc.

Since ∂f = f∂, ∂g = g∂ and ∂h + h∂ = 0, these maps define also a filtered
homotopy transfer diagram and so the Dolbeault and Hodge-de Rham multiplicative
structures agree on E1. However, there are three different A∞-structures on E2:

(1) Consider the structure induced on E2
∼= H(E1) by the Hodge-de Rham

A∞-structure on E1.
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(2) Consider the structure induced by a bigraded homotopy transfer for (E1(I3), d1).
(3) Consider the E2-minimal A∞-structure given by Theorem 3.16.

The products ν2 coincide in all three cases. For ν3 in low degrees we find:

ν3(−,−,−) (S1) (S2) (S3)

[a], [a], [b] 0 [ac] [ac]

[a], [a], [b] [ac] 0 [ac]

[a], [b], [b] 0 [bc] [bc]

[a], [b], [b] [bc] 0 [bc]

and so only the third structure recovers the algebraic structure of H∗(I3).

5. Mixed Hodge theory

The interaction of Hodge theory with dg-algebras leads to a very particular sit-
uation in which multiplicative structures behave strictly with respect to filtrations.
This was first noted in [7] and exploited in the case of compact Kähler manifolds. In
Theorem 4.4 of [2], Budur and Rubió show that the A∞-structure on the cohomol-
ogy of a complex algebraic variety is strictly compatible with the weight filtration.
Their proof uses the bigraded model (see [18], see also [4]) which cannot be ex-
tended to study the Hodge filtration. In this section, we propose an alternative
approach which takes care of both the weight and the Hodge filtrations. Let k ⊂ R
be a sub-field of the real numbers.

Definition 5.1. A mixed Hodge structure on a finite dimensional k-vector space
V is given by an increasing filtration W of V , called the weight filtration, together
with a decreasing filtration F on VC := V ⊗ C, called the Hodge filtration, such
that for all m ≥ 0, each k-vector space GrWm V := WmV/Wm−1V is a pure Hodge
structure of weight m with the filtration induced by F on GrWm V ⊗ C:

GrWm V ⊗ C =
⊕

p+q=m

V p,q where V p,q = F p(GrWm V ⊗ C) ∩ F q(GrWm V ⊗ C) = V
q,p
.

Morphisms of mixed Hodge structures are given by morphisms f : V → V ′ of
k-vector spaces compatible with filtrations:

f(WmV ) ⊂WmV
′ and fC(WmF

pVC) ⊂WmF
pV ′C.

By Theorem 2.3.5 of [6], both maps f and fC = f⊗kC are in fact strictly compatible
with filtrations.

Given a mixed Hodge structure (V,W,F ) there is a direct sum decomposition
VC =

⊕
Ip,q(V ), called Deligne splitting, such that

WmVC =
⊕

p+q≤m

Ip,q(V ) and F kVC =
⊕
p≥k

Ip,q(V ).

Deligne’s splittings are functorial for morphisms of mixed Hodge structures (see
Scholie 1.2.11 of [6], see also Lemma-Definition 3.4 of [21]).

The cohomology of a complex of mixed Hodge structures is again a mixed Hodge
structure, since differentials are compatible with filtrations and the category of
mixed Hodge structures is abelian (see Theorem 2.3.5 of [6]). We have:
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Proposition 5.2. For any complex of mixed Hodge structures (A, d,W,F ) there is
a bifiltered homotopy transfer diagram

(AC, d,W, F ) (H∗(AC), 0,W, F )
f

g
h

where g is a bifiltered quasi-isomorphism and f, g, h preserve Deligne’s splittings.

Proof. Since the category of mixed Hodge structures is abelian, we have short exact
sequences of mixed Hodge structures

0→ Bn(A)→ Zn(A)→ Hn(A)→ 0 and 0→ Zn(A)→ An → Bn+1(A)→ 0.

Since Deligne’s splittings are functorial, we may split the above sequences in a
compatible way, and obtain isomorphisms

Ip,q(AnC) ∼= Ip,q(Bn)⊕ Ip,q(Hn)⊕ Ip,q(Bn+1).

It now suffices to continue the proof of Theorem 2.6 using these spaces to get maps
f , g and h preserving Deligne’s splittings. �

Remark 5.3. Note that in Proposition 5.2 we do not build a homotopy transfer
diagram of complexes of mixed Hodge structures, which would be obstructed by the
non-trivial group Ext1 of extensions (see for instance Section 3.5.1 of [21]). Indeed,
the maps f , g and h are only defined over C and not over k. However, since they
preserve Deligne’s splittings, they are strictly compatible with both filtrations W
and F over C. Note as well that, using the descent of Deligne’s splittings from C to
k (see Lemma 4.4 of [5]), one may also build a filtered homotopy transfer diagram
for (A, d,W ) defined over k, obtaining maps (f ′, g′, h′) preserving such splittings
and so strictly compatible with W . However, the data (f, g, h) and (f ′, g′, h′) need
not be compatible, in the sense that f ′ ⊗k C � f and similarly for g and h.

Consider now a complex of mixed Hodge structures (A, d,W,F ) endowed with
a dg-algebra structure µ : A ⊗ A −→ A compatible with W and F (so that µ is a
morphism of mixed Hodge structures). We will call this a mixed Hodge dg-algebra.
This gives both a filtered dg-algebra (A, d,W ) over k and a bifiltered dg-algebra
(AC, d,W, F ) over C, with AC = Ak ⊗ C. Proposition 5.2 now gives:

Proposition 5.4. Let (A, d,W,F ) be a mixed Hodge dg-algebra. Then the A∞-
structure on H∗(AC) is compatible with Deligne’s splittings:

If Hn(AC) =
⊕

Hp,q
n then νs(H

p1,q1
n1

⊗ · · · ⊗Hps,qs
ns

) ⊆ Hp1+···+ps,q1+···+qs
n1+···+ns−s+2 .

In particular, for all s ≥ 2, the maps νs are strictly compatible with W and F :

νs(WpF
qH∗(AC)⊗s) = Im(νs) ∩WpF

qH∗(AC), where

WpF
qH∗(AC)⊗s =

⊕
p1+···+ps=p
q1+···+qs=q

Wp1F
q1H∗(AC)⊗ · · · ⊗WpsF

qsH∗(AC).

The natural objects arising from Deligne’s theory of mixed Hodge structures on
the cohomology of complex algebraic varieties are mixed Hodge complexes as well
as their multiplicative versions in the commutative setting [18, 19] used in rational
homotopy as well as in the Lie algebra setting [15], important in deformation theory.
Such mixed Hodge complexes are more flexible than complexes of mixed Hodge
structures, although their homotopy categories are equivalent. We end this section
by recalling how one can restrict to our more rigid setting of complexes of mixed
Hodge structures.
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Definition 5.5. A mixed Hodge complex is given by a filtered cochain complex
(Ak, d,W ) over k, a bifiltered cochain complex (AC, d,W, F ) over C, together with
a finite string of filtered quasi-isomorphisms of filtered complexes over C

(Ak, d,W )⊗ C ϕ1−→ (A1, d,W )
ϕ2←− · · · ϕ`−1−−−→ (A`−1, d,W )

ϕ`−→ (AC, d,W ).

In addition, the following axioms are satisfied:

(H0) The cohomology H∗(Ak) is of finite type.
(H1) For all p, the differential on GrWp AC is strictly compatible with F .

(H2) The filtration F induced on Hn(GrWp AC), defines a pure Hodge structure

of weight p+ n on Hn(GrWp AQ), for all n, and all p.

Such a mixed Hodge complex is said to be connected if the unit map k → Ak

induces an isomorphism k ∼= H0(Ak).

Theorem 5.6. Let A = {(Ak,W ), (AC,W, F )} be a connected mixed Hodge com-
plex with a compatible dg-algebra structure. Then, the A∞-structure on H∗(AC)
induced from AC preserves Deligne’s splittings and all operations are strictly com-
patible with W and F .

Proof. By Theorem 3.17 of [4], there is:

(i) a filtered quasi-isomorphism fk : (Mk, d,W )→ (Ak, d,W ) of dg-algebras,
(ii) a collection of filtered quasi-isomorphisms fi : (Mi, d,W )→ (Ai, d,W ), and
(iii) a bifiltered quasi-isomorphism fC : (MC, d,W, F )→ (AC, d,W, F )

such that MC = Mk⊗C = Mi and the triple (M,d,DecW,F ) is a mixed Hodge dg-
algebra, where DecW denotes Deligne’s décalage filtration. Since (M,d,DecW,F )
is a mixed Hodge dg-algebra, by Proposition 5.4, the A∞-structure on H∗(AC) is
strictly compatible with the corresponding filtrations DecW and F . It now suffices
to use the identity DecWpH

n(AC) = Wp−nH
n(AC). �

Remark 5.7. The above result is also true for connected mixed Hodge complexes
with a compatible Lie or commutative dg-algebra structure, giving strictness with
respect to W and F for the corresponding L∞- and C∞-operations respectively.
Indeed, the proof of Theorem 3.17 in [4] is an adaptation of Sullivan’s inductive
construction of minimal models for commutative dg-algebras to the mixed Hodge
setting. The same proof adapts to Lie algebras without complications.

Example 5.8. If the weight filtration of a multiplicative mixed Hodge complex
is trivial 0 = W−1A

n ⊆ W0A
n = An then Hn(Ak) is a pure Hodge structure of

weight n. In this case the components of its Deligne splitting Hn(Ak) =
⊕
Hp,q
n

are non-trivial only when q = n− p. Therefore we may write

Hn(AC) =
⊕
p+q=n

Hp,q with Hp,q = F p ∩ F q and F pHn(AC) =
⊕
q≥p

Hq,n−q.

Then Corollary 5.6 implies that νs = 0 for s ≥ 3 and ν2(Hp,q⊗Hp′,q′) ⊆ Hp+p′,q+q′ .
For instance, let X be a compact Kähler manifold. Then its complex de Rham

algebra with the Hodge filtration defines a multiplicative mixed Hodge complex
with trivial weight filtration, and we recover the A∞-counterpart of the Formality
Theorem of [7] in the sense of rational homotopy.

Example 5.9. More generally, if X is a complex algebraic variety and α 6= 0 is a
rational number such that the weight filtration is α-pure: GrWp H

n(X;C) = 0 for
all p 6= αn. Then we have νs = 0 for s ≥ 3. This is an A∞-counterpart of the
“purity implies formality” result of [5].
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